
Terms and Conditions – National Network Packs 
COSMOKAPTA COMBO UNLIMITED 
COSMOKAPTA COMBO TO ALL 
 
▪ Τhe free minutes of COSMOKAPTA COMBO TO ALL bundle can be consumed within the 
respective period of one month and they are not transferred to the following month unless 
there is a new activation of a bundle before the expiration date of 
the existing one. In this case, the validity date of the pack is set according to the expiration 
date of the one that expire last. 
 
▪ The free minutes of COSMOKAPTA COMBO UNLIMITED bundle will do not rollover with 
itself or with minutes from other bundles. 
 
▪ The free minutes of COSMOKAPTA COMBO UNLIMITED bundle consumed with priority 
compared with any other bundle 
 
▪ In case of multiple activations of the COSMOKAPTA COMBO UNLIMITED bundle, the 
minutes of each bundle will keep their expiration date and the minutes of the package with 
the most recent expiration date will have priority in consumption. 
 
▪ Τhe free ΜΒ can be consumed within the respective period of one month and they are not 
transferred to the following month unless there is a new activation of α Data pack with 
monthly validity. In this case, the validity date of the available free MB is set according to the 
expiration date of the free MB that expire last. If the automatic activation of the pack is valid 
and a new one is automatically activated then the remaining minutes are transferred for one 
more month. 
 
▪ The airtime included in the free embedded use of the pack concerns only national calls to 
all national mobile and/or fixed telephony networks (geographic numbers and mobile 
numbers) with the exception of short codes and network short codes 
▪ The embedded use of each pack can be consumed for calls to the 2 selected COSMOTE 
numbers of the service BELOVED ONES. 
 
▪ The minimum call duration is 3 minutes and then charge is per second. When a call lasts 
less than three minutes, the time deducted from the total talk time of the packs is 3 
minutes. 
 
▪ After the expiry of the validity period of each pack or the consumption of the embedded 
use, regardless of what happens first, the charges of the respective notified COSMOKARTA 
pricelist shall apply. 
 
▪ Subscribers can purchase up to 4 voice packs per calendar month. 
 
▪ For Subscribers who have activated the service COSMOTE My Internet when the data 
volume (MB) of the pack is consumed sooner than the initial expiry date or when the MB of 
pack expire, Internet access will be terminated and the Subscriber will be directed to the 
COSMOTE My Internet webpage (http://myinternet.cosmote.gr) in order to select one of the 

available Internet packs 

 

▪ Subscribers that have not activated COSMOTE My Internet service, once the data volume 

(MB) of the pack is consumed or expired, is applied a charge of 0.005€/MB with 2€ 



maximum daily charge. After the maximum charge of 2€ COSMOTE applies a proper use 

policy of 1,5Mbps browsing on the Internet for 24 hours since the beginning of the Internet 

access. 

 

▪ Bundles duration is 31 days. As 1st day of the bundle considered the day of its activation. 

 

▪ Free SMS is for sending messages to National networks except for short codes and short 

network codes. 

 

▪ Use of free SMS is possible when a cash balance is available. 

 

▪ To find out the available talk time and MB balance of your pack, send a free text message 

“Y” to 1330 or call 1314 free of charge. 

 

▪ Consumption of the offered talk time to all, SMS & MBs of COSMOKAPTA COMBO TO ALL & 

COSMOKAPTA COMBO UNLIMITED is also available while roaming within 

the European Union. 

 

▪ All prices include 24% VΑΤ 


